Genetic Programming (GP) is a computationally intensive technique which also has a high degree of natural parallelism. Parallel computing architectures have become commonplace especially with regards Graphics Processing Units (GPU). Hence, versions of GP have been implemented that utilise these highly parallel computing platforms enabling significant gains in the computational speed of GP to be achieved. However, recently a two dimensional stack approach to GP using a multicore CPU also demonstrated considerable performance gains. Indeed, performances equivalent to or exceeding that achieved by a GPU were demonstrated. This paper will demonstrate that a similar two dimensional stack approach can also be applied to a GPU based approach to GP to better exploit the underlying technology. Performance gains are achieved over a standard single dimensional stack approach when utilising a GPU. Overall, a peak computational speed of over 55 billion Genetic Programming Operations per Second are observed, a two fold improvement over the best GPU based single dimensional stack approach from the literature.
Introduction
Genetic Programming (GP) (Koza, 1992) is an automated programming technique whereby improved programs are generated using the principles of evolutionary processes. GP can be considered a highly computationally intensive algorithm which is mainly due to the fact that traditionally an interpreter is used to evaluate candidate GP programs. An interpreter is a slower methodology of running a program due to a conditional statement being required at each program step in order to establish which instruction should be executed. Moreover, the candidate GP programs are often re-interpreted over many fitness cases especially in the case of classification or regression tasks. Additionally, GP is a population based approach with traditionally a large number of candidate GP programs making up the population.
Subsequently, given this high degree of computational complexity, improving the execution speed of GP has been extensively studied. Indeed, GP is naturally parallel through its population based approach and its use of multiple fitness cases. As such, considerable performance gains have been achieved by evaluating both fitness cases and differing candidate GP programs simultaneously by utilising parallel computing technology. With parallel computing becoming ubiquitous with the development of many-core Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) in desktop computers, significant improvements in the execution speed of GP have been achieved. However, a recent work has demonstrated equal performance with GPU approaches to GP when using a multi-core CPU (Chitty, 2012) even though GPUs have considerably greater computational power. This performance was primarily achieved by reducing the interpreter overhead by considering multiple fitness cases at each step of a given interpreted program through the use of a two dimensional stack. This approach also better exploited fast cache memory which is also beneficial to improving execution speed.
Given the success of this model, this paper will investigate applying a two dimensional stack model for the purposes of GPU based GP with the aim of improving the computational performance by reducing the interpreter overheads and better exploitation of fast cache memory. The paper is laid out as follows: Section 2 will introduce GPU technology and Section 3 will review GP implementations that exploit modern parallel hardware. Section 4 will introduce the two dimensional stack model and the application to a GPU based GP approach. Section 5 will introduce using a linear GP representation which will considerably reduce stack operations which will further benefit the two dimensional stack model. Section 6 will consider further improvements in the use of extended data types and the register file.
Graphics Processing Unit Architecture
Modern many-core GPUs have considerable computing capability. This is achieved through the use of thousands of Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) processors enabling massive parallelism to be achieved. Primarily, this processing power is designed for the simulation of realistic graphics required by modern computer games. However, this technology has also been harnessed for high performance computing needs with considerable gains having been realised for many computationally intensive algorithms. There are two main manufactures of GPUs, NVidia and AMD. This paper will focus on NVidia GPUs specifically the Kepler version of the NVidia GPU, the GK104. The Kepler GPU consists of up to eight streaming multiprocessors known as an SMX. Under each SMX there are 192 SIMD Stream Processors (SP) which are restricted to executing the same instruction simultaneously, a SIMD operation. However, SPs operating under differing SMX can execute differing instructions during the same clock cycle. This provides a limited level of Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) capability. Each SMX can execute up to 2048 threads simultaneously. Threads are executed in batches of 32 known as a warp.
In terms of memory, the GK104 has both off-chip and on-chip memory. Off-chip memory refers to memory which is located on the GPU board. On-chip memory refers to memory that is located on each SMX processor. There are two main off-chip memory types, global memory and local memory. Global memory is accessible by all threads executing under all SMX. This memory is stored in 32 banks with consecutive memory addresses stored in differing banks. The advantage of this is that if all 32 threads of a warp request a memory location each of which is held in a differing bank, then all the memory requests can be served faster using a single memory fetch operation. However, if differing threads request a memory location from the same bank this will take multiple memory fetch operations which will slow performance. Thus for fast global memory access, threads must access this global memory in a contiguous manner. This means that a given thread does not access consecutive memory locations unless all threads of a warp are accessing the same memory location simultaneously. A second memory area that is located off-chip is known as local memory. This is private to each thread of execution and as such does not need to be accessed in a contiguous manner.
On-chip memory is located on each SMX and is 64KB in size. As it is located on-chip it has considerably faster access speeds than off-chip memory. On-chip memory is used for both shared memory and L1 cache memory. Shared memory can be accessed by all threads executing under an SMX which as with global memory must be accessed contiguously. L1 cache memory is not directly addressable but is used to cache local memory accesses. Global memory accesses are not cached in the L1 cache but in the off-chip L2 cache. The size of shared and L1 cache memory can be configured into three sizes. A preference for shared memory configures 48KB of shared memory and 16KB for L1 cache. A preference for L1 cache memory configures 48KB for the L1 cache and 16KB for the shared memory. Finally, an equal preference configures each memory type to have 32KB of storage.
Accelerating Genetic Programming
Genetic Programming (GP) (Koza, 1992) is well known as being a computationally intensive technique through the evaluation of thousands of candidate GP programs often over large numbers of fitness cases. However, the technique is naturally parallel with both candidate GP programs and fitness cases being capable of being evaluated independently. Evaluating candidate GP programs in parallel is known as a population parallel approach and evaluating fitness cases in parallel is known as a data parallel approach. In fact, GP can be described as "embarrassingly parallel" due to these two differing degrees of parallelism. Subsequently, the technique is a natural candidate for parallelisation in order to improve the execution speed. An early implementation by Tufts (1995) implemented a data parallel approach to GP whereby the fitness cases were evaluated in parallel by multiple instances of candidate GP program executing on a supercomputer. Juillé and Pollack (1996) implemented a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) model of GP whereby multiple candidate solutions were evaluated in parallel, using a MASPar MP-2 computer. Andre and Koza (1996) used a network of transputers with a separate population of candidate solutions evolved on each transputer with migration between the populations, an island model. Niwa and Iba (1996) implemented a distributed parallel implementation of GP, also using an island model, executed over a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) parallel system AP-1000 with 32 processors. However, the first implementations of GP to harness the processing power of GPUs were Chitty (2007) and Harding and Banzhaf (2007) . Both compiled individual candidate programs into a GPU kernel to be executed. Candidate GP programs were evaluated in a sequential fashion on the GPU with the parallelisation arising at the fitness case level, a data parallel approach. However, due to the length of time it took to compile individual candidate programs, it was noted by both papers that a large number of fitness cases were required to offset the time penalty of performing the compilation step. Thus significant gains in computational speed over a standard GP implementation of up to 95 fold were demonstrated for problems with large numbers of fitness cases. Langdon and Banzhaf (2008) were the first to implement a more traditional interpreter based approach to GP that operated on a GPU. This approach exploited the fact that the interpreter could operate in a SIMD manner with the same instruction being executed at the same time on each processor when evaluating a single GP program. However, the cost of executing an interpreter had an impact on the speed and hence only a 7-12 fold performance gain could be achieved over a CPU approach. Langdon and Banzhaf (2008) also introduced a performance measure known as Genetic Programming operations per second (GPop/s) to demonstrate the speed of a given GP implementation. This is calculated as the total number of nodes of all the GP trees evaluated over the evolutionary process multiplied by the number of fitness cases and divided by the total runtime of the GP approach.
In 2007 NVidia released the Compute Unified Device Architecture language (CUDA) specifically aimed at executing computationally intensive tasks on a GPU. One of the first GP works to make use of the CUDA language was that of Robilliard et al. (2008) who used the CUDA toolkit to implement a traditional interpreter based approach. However, in this case, fitness cases were evaluated in parallel (data parallel) as were candidate programs (population parallel). This is achieved by NVidia introducing up to eight multi-processors (SMX) into their hardware which the SIMD processors (SPs) are grouped under. The SIMD SP processors under a given SMX must execute the same instruction at the same time. However, SP processors grouped under one SMX can execute differing instructions from those under another SMX. Subsequently, this enables different candidate programs to be interpreted in parallel by each multi-processor. The authors exploit this with an approach known as BlockGP whereby threads are separated into blocks and each block executes under a differing SMX and evaluate a differing candidate program with each thread in a block testing against a differing fitness case. An eighty fold improvement over a CPU based approach was demonstrated for a symbolic regression problem. Robilliard et al. (2009) later demonstrate the advantage of the BlockGP approach over an implementation whereby differing threads of execution evaluate differing candidate programs. This approach is known as ThreadGP. Moreover, an improvement to the BlockGP approach is used whereby the instructions of each candidate GP program being evaluated by a block of threads is placed in shared memory. Since threads will re-evaluate candidate programs for multiple fitness cases, placing the candidate programs in shared memory improves the access speed when fetching instructions. A peak performance of 4 billion GPop/s is observed using this model.
Further CUDA approaches to GP have been considered. Lewis et al. (2009) interleaved CPU operations with the evaluations on a GPU to achieve a maximum performance gain of 3.8 billion GPop/s. Maitre et al. (2010) achieved significant speedups even when using small numbers of fitness cases by using efficient hardware scheduling in CUDA. A speedup of up to 250x is achieved over a serial CPU implementation. Langdon (2010) used a similar approach to BlockGP with the 37 multiplexer problem achieving a maximal speed of 254 billion GPop/s through bit level parallelism. As the problem under consideration is a boolean problem by using 32 bit floats an extra 32x parallelism can be achieved. This is also known as submachine-code GP (Poli and Langdon, 1999) . Additionally, a key difference in the work was that the stack was placed in the faster shared memory rather than the slower local memory. Cano et al. (2012) implemented a contiguous GP evaluation model evaluating three differing GP schemes using both a multi-core CPU and two GPUs. A maximal performance gain of 820 fold is achieved using two GPUs over a serial Java CPU approach. Cano et al. (2013) further extend this work to the evaluation of association rules achieving up to 67 billion GPop/s when using two GPUs. Cano and Ventura (2014) also consider an additional level of parallelism at the level of individual subtrees of a GP tree. If two subtrees are independent of one another their output values can be generated in parallel. A maximum speed of 22 billion GPop/s was observed using this technique and a maximum speedup of 3.5x over a standard approach to GPU based GP. Chitty (2014) investigated extracting the best performance from GPUs for the purposes of GP by exploiting the limited faster memory resources to maximum effect. By using a linear representation and registers for the lowest levels of the stack a peak rate of 35 billion GPop/s was achieved. Augusto and Barbosa (2013) utilise the alternative GPU programming language, OpenCL. Both a data parallel and population parallel approach is considered with a maximum speed of 13 billion GPop/s achieved on a regression problem using the population parallel approach.
Distributed versions have also been considered for the purposes of parallel GP. Chong and Langdon (1999) utilised Java Servlets to distribute genetic programs across the Internet whilst Klein and Spector (2007) used Javascript to harness computers connected to the Internet for the purposes of GP without explicit user knowledge. Harding and Banzhaf (2009) devised a distributed GPU technique whereby 14 computers equipped with graphics cards were utilised to run GP. Each system handled part of the dataset and used a compiled approach whereby a candidate solution was translated into a CUDA kernel. A maximum speed 12.7 billion GPop/s was achieved for the evolution of image filters. Al-Madi and Ludwig (2013) used MapReduce (Hadoop) to distribute candidate GP programs to an 18 node cluster which was found to be most suitable to large population sizes. Finally, Sherry et al. (2012) implemented an island model GP system on the cloud using Amazons EC2 reaching 350 nodes with an island on each node although a large number of islands is required for any advantage to be realised.
Some recent implementations of GP have considered a compiled approach to candidate GP programs rather than an interpreted approach. Lewis and Magoulas (2011) use CUDA to compile kernels for GPU evaluation that represent candidate programs. Moreover, they use a layer (2011) used quantum inspired linear GP to generate PTX kernels to evaluate on a GPU. Comparisons are made with a CPU version with a 25x speedup reported for a large number of fitness cases. Comparisons are not made with an interpreter based approach but it is noted that compilation takes much longer than the evaluation time. Vašíček and Slaný (2012) compiled candidate GP programs directly into binary machine code for execution on a CPU. Speedups of up to 177x were reported over an interpreted approach when using a single precision floating point type. A compilation step can be avoided by evolving machine code programs which can be executed directly with no compilation or interpretation. Nordin (1994) investigated the Automatic Induction of Machine Code with GP (AIMGP) in order to speedup the process of evaluating candidate GP programs. A speedup of 1500-2000x is reported over an equivalent approach implemented in LISP. An average 60 fold speedup is reported over an interpreted version implemented in C (Nordin and Banzhaf, 1995) . Alternative parallel processor platforms have been considered for the deployment of GP such as Microsoft's XBox 360 (Wilson and Banzhaf (2008) and Wilson and Banzhaf (2010) ). Field Programable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have also been harnessed by the GP community to accelerate GP. Martin (2001) used a special C compiler to run GP on FPGAs whilst Eklund (2003) used an FPGA simulator to demonstrate that GP could be run on FPGAs to model sun spot data. Vasicek and Sekanina (2008) 
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Figure 1: The two differing stack models represented by a single dimensional array and two a dimensional array in memory. With the single dimensional stack, each level is a neighbouring memory location of the last. With the two dimensional stack model, the stack values for each fitness case need to be neighbouring memory locations for optimal cache performance. Hence the stack needs to be transposed for this to be the case.
One final work of note is a parallel implementation of GP that uses a multi-core CPU (Chitty, 2012) . The author implemented a two-dimensional stack model whereby a single candidate GP program instruction was evaluated over blocks of multiple fitness cases rather than a single fitness case. This approach reduced the interpreter overhead with reduced reinterpretation and facilitates better exploitation of faster cache memory. Moreover, the approach enabled the Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) instruction set to be utilised boosting performance further. Additionally, parallel threads of execution exploit the multiple cores and loop unrolling exploits the Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) of modern CPUs. This approach enabled up to a 420x improvement in execution speed over a basic serial implementation of GP. Moreover, a peak rate of 33 billion GPop/s is observed for a classification problem, matching or exceeding current GPU implementations of GP. Table 1 provides a comparison of these parallel GP works specifying the hardware used and the speed achieved where applicable.
A Two Dimensional Stack Approach To GP
As mentioned in Section 3, Chitty (2012) introduced a modification to the standard stack based approach to interpreted GP by implementing a two dimensional stack to represent multiple fitness cases during a single pass of the interpreter. This approach was shown to considerably boost performance by reducing the number of times a given program is re-interpreted and also better exploiting the faster CPU cache memory. In fact performance was raised to such a level that a parallel two dimensional stack CPU based approach to GP could even match or outperform the best GPU based approaches to GP from the literature.
With an interpreted approach to GP, a conditional statement is required at each step of a candidate program to ascertain which function to execute. In order to store outputs from functions and also provide input values to a given function typically a stack is used whereby required inputs are popped off the top of the stack and outputs from functions pushed onto the top of the stack. A standard single dimensional stack approach to GP operates whereby a candidate GP program is interpreted such that each GP function is executed using the data values held at the top of the stack as inputs. The result is placed back on to the top of the stack. Candidate GP programs are re-interpreted for each and every fitness case which are used to measure the performance of the program. This re-interpretation of candidate GP programs is inefficient as a set of conditional statements need to be evaluated at each step in order to ascertain which instruction to execute. Moreover, each time a data value is retrieved from the set of fitness cases in main memory, neighbouring memory locations are placed into the faster cache memory. However, this data contained within the cache memory is not properly utilised and the extra performance that could be obtained is lost.
With the alternative two dimensional stack model, the first dimension represents the levels of the stack and the second dimension represents the number of fitness cases under consideration in a single pass of the interpreter. Indeed, with a two dimensional stack, the interpreter now operates in a SIMD manner whereby whenever a function of a candidate GP program such as addition is executed, it is performed across multiple fitness cases. This significantly reduces the number of times that a candidate GP program needs to be re-interpreted which will provide a performance gain through greater efficiency. Secondly, a two dimensional stack methodology ensures that cache memory is better utilised as neighbouring memory locations within the stack will now be accessed in a sequential manner. Using this approach with a CPU and combining parallelism, Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) and loop unrolling, speedups of over 420 fold over a single dimensional, sequential stack implementation of GP were obtained (Chitty, 2012 
Applying The Two Dimensional
Stack Approach To A GPU Implementation Of GP Modern many-core GPUs are significantly faster than their multi-core CPU counter parts. Indeed, the NVidia GeForce Kepler 670 GTX graphics card has a maximum speed of 1300 GFLOP/s whereas an Intel i7 2600 quadcore CPU has a maximum speed of approximately 109 GFLOP/s. Thus on paper, the GPU has over ten times the theoretical performance of the CPU. However, these figures consider only the maximum computing power and many algorithms are memory intensive and thus cannot achieve this performance.
The current best GPU model of GP known as BlockGP (Robilliard et al., 2009 ) uses the SMX multi-processors of a GPU to evaluate differing candidate GP programs in parallel whilst the multiple threads of execution operating on the SPs under each SMX operate on differing fitness cases in parallel. Candidate GP program instructions are loaded into the fast shared memory for quicker access whilst the stack is stored in local memory. Accesses to this local memory will place stack memory locations into the faster L1 cache whilst the fitness case data is stored in global memory which gets cached in the off-chip L2 cache. Thus making optimal use of the L1 cache involves using the stack efficiently which a two dimensional stack approach should achieve.
As with the 2D stack approach for CPU-based GP, the stack held within local memory on the GPU has two dimensions, the first being the stack levels and the second representing the fitness cases being considered within a single interpretation. Again, as with the 2D stack approach for CPU-based GP, each GP instruction will now be executed upon multiple fitness cases in succession. A key difference with the GPU two dimensional stack implementation presented here is how the fitness cases are accessed by each thread of execution. With BlockGP, each thread of execution on the GPU evaluates a number of fitness cases equivalent to the total number of fitness cases divided by the number of threads of execution within a block. In order to obtain the maximal performance from the global memory where fitness case data is stored, each thread of execution does not evaluate consecutive fitness cases thus ensuring faster contiguous memory access. This is due to neighbouring memory locations being held in differing memory banks such that for fast memory access, each thread of execution should access a differing memory bank simultaneously. However, with a two dimensional model, each time an input from the fitness cases is required, multiple fitness case input values are fetched from the memory. To ensure fast memory access, the interpreter needs to fetch fitness cases from global memory separated by the number of threads to ensure contiguous memory access. Thus, if there are 32 threads of execution then each interpreter thread needs to load the fitness case value as determined by its thread identifier. Then the next fitness case the interpreter will consider is the fitness case determined by its thread identifier plus 32 and so forth. So when considering a two dimensional stack model, the interpreter when accessing fitness case values needs to place the fitness cases separated by 32 positions into consecutive local memory locations within the two dimensional stack. A pseudo-code implementation of a two dimensional approach to GP is shown in Listing 1.
The first aspect to note is that the loop defined on lines 12-13 only iterates over the number of fitness cases divided by the number of threads of execution multiplied by the size of the second dimension of the stack. Thus the number of iterations of the interpreter are reduced by a factor relating to the size of the two dimensional stack as defined by STACKDIM. A further aspect to note is that each GP operation consists of a loop whereby consecutive memory locations of the stack are accessed at the level as defined by the stack pointer sp. This can be observed on lines 32-33 whereby the GP function addition is performed upon the top two levels of the 2D stack using a for loop. Of final note is the method by which multiple fitness case inputs are loaded onto the stack. This is shown on lines 24-27. A pointer p is used to select the appropriate fitness case using the iterator from the main interpreter loop plus the 2D stack iterator multiplied by the number of threads of execution ensuring contiguous global memory accesses.
Initial Results
In order to measure the performance of the two dimensional approach to GP using a GPU, a comparison will be made with the best traditional single dimensional approach implementation from the literature known as BlockGP. Four problem instances will be considered, a symbolic regression problem, two classification problems and the 20 multiplexor problem:
Sextic polynomial regression problem:
This problem is a symbolic regression problem with the aim of establishing a function which best approximates a set of data points. In this case the set of data points is generated by the polynomial x 6 − 2x 4 + x 2 (Koza, 1992) . The function set used is *, /, +, -, Sin, Cos, Log, Exp. The data point input values are random values within the interval of [-1, +1] . For this problem 100000 fitness cases are used.
Shuttle classification problem:
This problem is a classification problem whereby the goal is to establish a rule that can correctly predict the class of a given set of input values. In this case the data is the NASA Shuttle StatLog (KING et al., 1995) available from the machine learning repository (Frank and Asuncion, 2010) . Both the test and training datasets are used providing a total of 58000 fitness cases. There are 10 classes within the dataset with 75% belonging to a single class. 
Boolean 20-multiplexor problem:
This is a standard Boolean problem used in GP (Koza, 1992) . The goal is to establish a rule which takes address bits and data bits and outputs the value of the data bit which the address bits specify. The function set consists of AND,OR,NAND,NOR and the terminal set consists of A0-A3, D0-D15. Every potential option is considered such that there are 2 20 fitness cases which is 1048576. However, in real terms this can be reduced as bit level parallelism can be utilised such that each bit of a 32 bit variable represents a differing fitness case, a technique also known as sub-machine-code GP (Poli and Langdon, 1999) . Thus, the number of fitness cases are effectively reduced to 32768. Results in this paper were generated using an NVidia GeForce Kepler 670 GTX graphics card. Three memory configurations were used for the division of shared memory and L1 cache memory to establish the best setup for BlockGP. A preference for L1 cache memory, a preference for shared memory or equal preferences. For the two dimensional stack model, it is considered that a preference for L1 cache is the best option as the technique favors cache memory. A range of differing numbers of threads of execution are used as are a range of sizes for the second dimension of the 2D stack model. The algorithms used were written in C++ and compiled using Microsoft Visual C++ 2010 and the GPU kernels were compiled using NVidia's CUDA 5.0 toolkit. Table 2 provides the GP parameters that were used throughout this paper. These parameters are widely used within GP but it should be noted that the goal of this research is improving the speed of the evaluation phase of GP for which these GP parameters only have a minimal effect. However, the best methodology for comparing GP speeds is to perform a full GP run for which these parameters are used. The results are averaged over 25 runs. Performance is described in terms of Genetic Programming Operations per Second (GPop/s).
To begin with, a baseline is established using the current best GPU GP approach BlockGP for a range of thread numbers and three shared memory preferences. These results are shown in Table 3 . The first point that can be made is that it can be clearly seen that for the single dimensional stack BlockGP approach, a preference for a greater level of L1 cache memory rather than shared memory provides the best performance for all problem instances. The key reason for this is that very little shared memory is required to hold candidate GP programs. However, the amount of local memory used to hold the stacks for each thread of execution within a block is relatively large and thus the L1 cache can greatly benefit the access speed of the stack. A peak rate of 27.3 billion GPop/s are observed for the KDDcup classification problem with 865 billion GPop/s for the multiplexer problem which benefits from an additional 32x bitwise parallelism due to its boolean nature. Table 4 shows the results from using a two dimensional stack implementation for a GPU. From these results it can be observed that an improved performance can be achieved by using a two dimensional stack approach. For the first three problem instances, performances in excess of 30 billion GPop/s are achieved with 864 billion GPop/s for the multiplexer problem. The gain in computational speed over the the BlockGP approach is on average 14% although the performance between the two approaches is very similar for the multiplexer problem. The best performance was observed for the sextic regression problem with 34 billion GPop/s, a 27% performance gain over using a single dimensional stack model. However, it should be noted that the best performance from using a two dimensional model occurs when considering only two fitness cases simultaneously, a size of two for the second dimension of the stack. Performance degrades sharply for larger considerations of fitness cases. This is in stark contrast to the CPU version of a two dimensional stack whereby the size of the second dimension of the stack and hence the number of fitness cases that can be considered simultaneously was in the order of thousands (Chitty, 2012) . Clearly, increasing the size of the second dimension of the stack reduces the level of re-interpretation required which should result in a performance gain. However, instead a performance deficit is observed which indicates that the cache memory cannot accommodate the extra stack requirements of a larger second dimension size to the extent that this more than offsets the performance advantage gained from reduced re-interpretation of candidate GP programs. Table 4 : The GPop/s (measured in billions) for each problem instance using a two-dimensional stack approach and a preference for greater L1 cache memory for a range of threads within a block and a range of second dimension sizes. The best performance for each problem instance is shown in bold. This theory is reinforced by observing that as the size of the second dimension of the 2D stack increases, the number of threads of execution which provide the best performance decreases. Indeed, when considering a second dimension size of six, for two of the problem instances the best performance arises when using only 32 threads of execution resulting in most of the SPs under an SMX being idle. The amount of L1 cache memory available in each SMX is much smaller than that of a CPU. So as the number of threads of execution under each SMX multi-processor increases, the pressure on the L1 cache is increased through the use of more local memory being needed to hold the local stacks of each thread of execution. However, to obtain a high level of performance for a GPU, a large number of threads are required as there are hundreds of SPs under each SMX. Thus, there are two sources of pressure on the L1 cache memory, the size of the second dimension of the 2D stack model and the number of threads of execution. Consequently, a balance must be struck between the benefits of efficient interpretation of candidate GP programs using a 2D stack and full utilisation of the SPs under each SMX. Indeed, a recent study improved the performance of GPU based GP by reducing the usage of the stack by modifying the program representation (Chitty, 2014) . With tree-based GP typically a postfix Reverse Polish Notation (RPN) representation is used as this enables a faster iterative interpreter to be used rather than a recursive interpreter. Thus, using the RPN representation essentially a program is represented in reverse with data values placed onto the stack and then whenever a GP function is encountered, the required input values are removed from the stack and the GP function executed upon these inputs. However, with this approach, most of the stack operations are essentially placing input values from the fitness cases onto the stack only for them to be almost immediately removed again to be utilised within a GP function. This unnecessarily increases the number of stack operations and also unduly raises the amount of stack memory required. Furthermore, this will also increase the pressure upon the limited L1 cache.
An alternative approach would be to use a prefix GP representation whereby whenever a GP function is interpreted, the inputs are either directly accessed data values or constant values. In order to facilitate this, a further input category is also required, that of the result from a previously interpreted function which will be on the stack. However, using a prefix representation for candidate GP programs is complex if a hierarchical approach is required such as that used in tree-based GP. If a GP function requires an input from another function this input function would need to be interpreted first and so forth. This would require a fully recursive interpreter which calls itself rather than an iterative interpreter which simply uses a loop and is thus much faster. A better methodology of using a prefix representation to candidate GP programs is to construct a list of functions to execute. Thus a candidate GP program consists of a set of functions whereby the inputs can take three values: a fitness case data value, a constant value or a stack value. In the case of the stack, this means the top of the stack whereby the result of the previously interpreted GP function has been stored. The results from the GP functions are always placed on the top of the stack. Thus, using a prefix representation to candidate GP programs, if the functions are interpreted in the right order the same result as a postfix GP program representation can be achieved. This representation is actually synonymous with Linear GP (LGP) Brameier and Banzhaf (2001) .
Consider Figure 2 which shows the GP tree for the correct solution to the sextic regression problem. This can be represented in postfix RPN as:
(((X,(X,X)+)*,X)-,((X,(X,X)+)*,X)-)* An alternative LGP form can be represented in prefix form as:
+(XX) *(XS) -(SX) +(XX) *(XS) -(SX) *(SS)
where X is a fitness case input and S indicates a data input from the top level of the stack. Outputs from functions are placed upon the top of the stack. This LGP Figure 2 : GP Tree representing the symbolic regression function x 6 − 2x 4 + x 2 which can be rewritten as (
form of representation can be considered as a simple list of instructions that can be interpreted from left to right. From this it can be observed that the LGP representation is larger in size with 21 values but there are effectively only seven instructions for the interpreter to execute versus fifteen instructions for the postfix RPN form. This means that the LGP approach requires only seven cycles through the instruction interpreter compared to fifteen cycles by the traditional GP interpreter. Moreover, only six stack fetches are performed compared to the RPN approach which has fourteen, two per function. Furthermore, the maximum stack level required for the LGP representation is only two compared to four for the postfix RPN representation. Thus the efficiency savings from using an LGP representation are potentially quite large using this approach. Firstly, there are less stack operations thus less memory operations which are slow. Secondly, there are less iterations through the interpreter although the number of conditionals evaluated are not dissimilar. Thirdly, the amount of stack memory required is lower which reduces the level of L1 cache misses.
To demonstrate the savings in the required stack memory that can be achieved, the percentage of candidate GP programs that can be evaluated using a given stack limit for the experiments from Section 4 are shown for both representations. Table 5 shows the percentage of programs that can be evaluated using a given stack limit for each problem instance when using the postfix RPN representation. Table 6 shows the percentage of programs that can be evaluated using a given stack limit when using an LGP representation. Clearly, a greater number of candidate GP programs can be evaluated for a given stack limit when using the LGP representation. Indeed, using only a stack limit size of three enables over 95% of candidate GP programs to be evaluated for three of the problem instances. Compare this to a postfix RPN representation whereby only a maximum of 36% of candidate GP programs can be evaluated using a stack limit size of three. It could be considered that LGP should be used throughout the GP run. However, LGP uses differing crossover and mutation operators to those of tree-based GP. Subsequently, it would be much harder to compare the performance between the two approaches as completely different candidate GP programs would be evaluated. Moreover, according to a recent GP survey (White et al., 2013) , tree-based GP is used by 82% of GP practitioners as opposed to only 25% who use LGP thus converting candidate GP programs into an LGP representation offers the best of both types of GP. Converting from a tree based postfix RPN representation to an LGP Table 7 : The GPop/s (measured in billions) for each problem instance using the BlockGP single dimensional stack approach with an LGP representation with differing preferences for the on-chip memory and a range of threads within a block. The best performance for each problem instance is shown in bold. representation is a straightforward process. Note from the two representations shown earlier for the solution to the sextic regression problem that the set of functions are in the same order. Thus a symbolic stack can be used whereby one of three values is placed, a data input (X1..XN), a constant value, or S to represent the top of the stack. Reading the postfix RPN form from left to right, if a data input value or constant is encountered these are placed upon the symbolic stack. Whenever a GP function is encountered, this is written to the LGP representation followed by the top symbolic stack values according to the arity of the given GP function. Finally, the value S is placed on the symbolic stack to indicate the output of a GP function. Being able to convert a tree based GP representation to an LGP form enables a direct comparison of interpreter efficiency to be made between the two as the same GP trees will be evaluated. Crossover and mutation are performed on the tree-based GP representation but evaluation is performed using the LGP representation.
An interpreter which operates using a prefix LGP representation to GP programs for a two dimensional stack size of two is shown in Listing 2. The inputs to a given GP function such as addition are placed in registers x and y. As in Listing 2 the two dimensional stack size is of size two, there are four registers labelled x1, x2, y1 and y2 as shown on line 14. In cases of larger two dimensional stack sizes a greater number of registers are required. It can also now be observed that upon each iteration of the main interpreter loop, only a GP function is expected. Once which GP function to execute is ascertained, the required inputs are gathered and placed into the registers. These inputs can consist of data values from the fitness cases, constant values or the top of the stack denoted by STACK VALUE. The stack now only contains the results of previous GP functions so STACK VALUE means the output from the last GP function executed is to be used as an input value. Once the inputs are gathered the GP function is executed over the two fitness cases and the results are placed on the top of the stack as shown on lines 43-44. Of further note is that the loops that iterate over the two dimensional stack have been removed. Instead separate lines of code perform operations such as a executing a GP function or gathering data inputs from the fitness cases. This is due to the use of individually specified registers rather than an indexable array. This can be most clearly seen on lines 23-25 whereby data values from the fitness cases are placed into the two registers x1 and x2. Table 8 : The GPop/s (measured in billions) for each problem instance using a two dimensional stack and an LGP representation with a range of threads within a block and range of second dimension sizes. The best performance for each problem instance is shown in bold.
In order to test the performance advantage obtained by using an LGP conversion of the tree-based GP candidate GP programs, the experiments that generated the results in Tables 3 and 4 will be repeated now using the LGP representation. These results are shown in Tables 7  and 8 . Comparing the single dimensional stack BlockGP RPN and LGP representations in Tables 3 and 7 it can be observed that a significant performance gain has been achieved with much faster results from using an LGP representation. For the first three problem instances an average of 31.8 billion GPop/s have now been achieved with a peak of 34.7 billion GPop/s for the KDDcup classification problem. For the multiplexer problem instance nearly one trillion GPop/s have been achieved. An average performance gain of 1.17x over the traditional tree-based GP approach has been achieved using an LGP representation.
However, the results for using a two dimensional stack approach with an LGP representation are more impressive. For the first three problem instances an average performance of 45.5 billion GPop/s are achieved with a peak of nearly 50 billion GPop/s for the Shuttle classification problem. With the multiplexer problem, 1.27 trillion GPop/s have been achieved. The average performance gain of the two dimensional stack LGP representation approach over the RPN representation is 1.44x. A further observation can be made from Table 8 in that the number of fitness cases that can be considered simultaneously has increased for two of the problem instances to three fitness cases. However, it can still be observed that as the size of the second dimension of the stack increases, the best computational performance is achieved with fewer threads although the effect is much more re-duced when using the LGP representation. Comparing the two dimensional stack approach to a single dimensional stack when using an LGP representation, an average performance gain of 1.4x is achieved. When comparing the LGP two dimensional GP approach to a single dimensional stack with an RPN representation, an average performance gain of 1.64x has now been achieved.
6 Further Improvements To The GPU 2D Stack Model
Utilising SSE Data Types
The previous section has demonstrated that a two dimensional stack model provides a significant computational performance advantage over a single dimensional stack for GPU based GP. Subsequently, each GP operation is now performed over multiple fitness cases. This approach can now enable a further form of data parallelism to be used. Indeed, in the original work which implemented a two dimensional stack for GP using a CPU (Chitty, 2012) , the performance was extended further by taking advantage of Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) instructions. On a modern CPU there are a number of larger registers up to 256 bits wide. This enables multiple 32 bit floats to be stored in the same registers. Subsequently, whenever an operation is performed on these wider registers, the operation is performed upon several 32 bit floats simultaneously. This can be considered a form of data parallelism.
The GPU programming language CUDA also has a set of data types which can store more than one floating point value. These are known as float2, float3 and float4 which can hold 2, 3 and 4 32 bit floats respectively. However, unlike a modern CPU, there are not any extra wide registers on GPUs to enable simultaneous parallel operations to be performed on these data types. Operations must still be performed in a sequential manner. However, using these registers can effectively simplify a CUDA program and enable the source code to be more predictable to the CUDA compiler which could provide a performance advantage as instructions can then be better preloaded.
A float2 data type has two 32 bit float members x and y. Float3 has an additional float member z and a float4 data type has a further member w. An addition operation on two float2 data types involves adding the two x members together and then the two y members. A simple inline operator function can be used for GP functions such as addition an example of which is shown in Listing 3. Additionally, when accessing the stack, as both the registers and the local memory stack are defined as float4 datatypes, a simple assignment statement works in the same manner as with a normal float datatype.
Listing 3: Code segment demonstrating an inline addition GP operator using a float4 datatype 1 inline host device 2 float4 operator+(float4 a, float4 b) 3 { 4 return make float4(a.x+b.x, a.y+b.y, 5 a.z+b.z, a.w+b.w) 6 } The results from using these extended data types are shown in Table 9 . However, performance is only slightly improved over the results from Table 8 . Indeed, a performance advantage is only observed for two of the problem instances whereby a float3 data type is most effective. Overall the average performance gain was only 1.01x over the results from Table 8 . However, this is as expected as although there are extended data types, there are no underlying extended registers. Therefore there is no data parallelism performed although the source code of the interpreter is more predictable and this aids the CUDA compiler which has led to the small performance advantage that is observed. However, the use of extended data types will be of benefit for the work presented in the next section.
Using The Register File For The Stack
Even though a considerable speedup has been achieved by the work presented in the previous sections, it is clear that the L1 cache memory is still under pressure restricting the effectiveness of a two dimensional stack model for GPU based GP. Subsequently, further relieving the pressure on the L1 cache memory would be favorable as it may enable more fitness cases to be considered in a single pass of the interpreter. To achieve this a different memory resource must be considered which is not cached but operates as fast as L1 cache memory. In fact, the fastest memory resource available on a GPU is the set of registers that are also located on-chip. Indeed, each SMX has 64k of addressable registers available to the threads executing under it which is a considerable memory storage area but is often overlooked when implementing algorithms for GPUs. In fact, Chitty (2014) demonstrated that a considerable improvement in the speed of single dimensional stack GP could be achieved when utilising the GPU registers as part of the stack. A key drawback in using registers to hold the stack is that they are not indexable. Instead, a conditional switch statement is required to ensure that the correct register is accessed when performing a stack operation. This will inevitably add an overhead to the operation of GP. However, since GP can be considered as much memory bound as compute bound due to the high level of stack operations and the limited memory resources of GPUs, the benefit of improved memory operations should outweigh this extra computational cost. An additional issue is that by increasing the number of registers used Table 9 : The GPop/s (measured in billions) for each problem instance using an LGP conversion and differing extended data types representing differing dimension sizes for the two dimensional stack approach with a range of threads within a block. The best performance for each problem instance is shown in bold. Table 10 : The GPop/s (measured in billions) for each problem instance with the two dimensional stack model using a float4 data type. A range of threads within a block and a differing range of registers as part of the stack are shown. The best performance for each problem instance is shown in bold.
mixed, for the sextic regression problem the best performance comes from using a single register, the Shuttle classification problem two registers and the remaining two problem instances, three registers. A possible reason for this could be the usage of particular levels of the stack. If for a given problem case the candidate GP solutions evaluated mostly only use the first level of the stack then using extra registers could have a detrimental effect on performance. This correlates with Table 6 whereby for the sextic regression and Shuttle classification problem instances, a majority of candidate GP programs can be evaluated using only two stack levels. Using greater numbers of registers can reduce the level of parallelism that can be achieved as there are a limited number. Moreover, the use of a larger number of registers to represent the stack increases the size of the conditional switch statement. However, from the results it could be considered that the best number of registers to use is two with 256 threads of execution per block. Using the first two levels of the stack represented by registers and 256 threads of execution the average performance gain over the results in Table 9 is 1.09x. Using the peak rates achieved for each problem instance a performance gain of 1.14x is achieved. Thus the use of registers to represent part of the stack has provided a performance gain. Moreover, through the use of registers, the size of the second dimension of the stack can be extended to enable four fitness cases to be considered at each step of a candidate program. This is possible as the use of registers has further reduced the pressure on the L1 cache memory. Overall, an average performance gain of 1.88x has been achieved over the standard single dimensional stack GPU based BlockGP approach with a peak 2.11x performance gain. A maximum rate of 55.7 billion GPop/s has been achieved for the Shuttle classification problem and 1.4 trillion GPop/s for the multiplexer problem which benefits from an extra level of bitwise parallelism.
Conclusions
This paper has taken a two dimensional stack model to GP that was applied with great success to a CPU architecture and applied it to a GPU implementation of GP. By using a two dimensional stack multiple fitness cases can be considered at each step of a program thereby reducing interpreter overheads and thus improving the execution speed. The dimensional stack model for GPU based GP is more limited than the CPU implementation due to both the massive level of parallelism available on GPUs vs CPUs and also the reduced amount of L1 cache memory available on GPUs. However, even given this limited model, improvements in the computational speed were achieved by the two dimensional stack GP model over the best single dimensional GP model from the literature, BlockGP.
However, to achieve the best performance from the two dimensional stack model stack operations need to be reduced to relieve the pressure on the L1 cache. This was achieved by converting GP trees to a Linear GP representation which avoids unnecessary stack operations but enables exactly the same GP trees to be evaluated providing a direct comparison between the two representations. To further reduce the pressure on the L1 cache registers were used to represent the lowest levels of the two dimensional stack. Overall, the two dimensional stack model for GPU based GP has provided an 1.88x performance gain over the best GPU based GP approach form the literature. A peak rate of 55.7 billion GPop/s is achieved using a single GPU for a classification problem and 1411 billion GPop/s for a boolean multiplexer problem.
Reducing the pressure on the L1 cache memory has increased the effectiveness of the two dimensional stack model. Moreover, this demonstrates that GP is as much memory bound as compute bound and high performance GP is as reliant on fast memory resources as parallel processors. Further work could consider improving the register based stack by considering specific interpreters based upon the the needs of a given candidate GP program. Furthermore, combining a wider range of memory types in an attempt to further increase the size of the second dimension of the stack may prove beneficial. Finally, since reducing the amount of stack memory locations required by a given candidate GP program improves performance, further work could be conducted in attempting to further reduce the amount of stack memory required by GP.
